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  Following a advice in these webpages, along with her 21-day program, you can easily (and deliciously!ll
find: this is actually the book for you personally. In Cultured Meals for Health, Donna Schwenk opens your
eyes to the amazing curing potential of cultured foods. Focusing on the notion that disease starts in the
gut—a state made by Hippocrates, the daddy of medicine, more than 2000 years ago—she includes cutting-
edge research, firsthand accounts from her online community, and her personal healing story to highlight
the links between an imbalanced microbiome and a host of ailments, including high blood circulation pressure,
allergies, despair, autism, IBS, and so many more.Then she puts the energy in your hands, teaching you how
exactly to bring three potent probiotic foods—kefir, kombucha, and cultured vegetables—into your daily
diet.re having digestive problems or feeling sick and rundown—) flood your system with vast amounts of
good bacteria, that may stability your body and allow it to heal naturally. or in the event that you simply
need to feel better and have more energy—  • Hints and tips about how to easily incorporate cultured foods
into your life   Exciting information on the probiotic-improving properties of prebiotic foods, such as apples,
broccoli, onions, squash, brussels sprouts, and honey< More than 100 tasty, easy-to-make recipes, from
smoothies to desserts, that feature probiotic foods   •In this book, you’ So join Donna today, and learn to

love the food that adores you back!If you’ /ul. Useful answers for some of the many frequently asked
questions about culturing   • Step-by-step instructions on how to make fundamental kefir, kombucha, and
cultured vegetables   • ••Cultured Food for Health takes the fear away of fermentation so you can heal
your gut and go through the energy, health, and vitality that are available whenever your body is working as
it’s meant to.A three-week program with day-by-day guidelines on gathering materials and ingredients, and
making and eating cultured foods 
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This book is life changing! I have to have browse the description wrong Disappointed. I must have browse
the description incorrect. I thought it could tell me in greater detail steps to make the fermented and
cultured foods. Hardly any pages spent on that. Book is assortment of recipes making use of your
fermented foods.. I simply eat the foods I make because they are. Kefir is usually kefir... I've been making
and feeding on cultured foods from Donna Schwenk's book Cultured Food for Life book for a few years.
Great information Great information. So just know what you're getting - it may be exactly what you need.
But 2 weeks ago, after reading Donna's writings, I began drinking Kombucha (shop bought) and my
symptoms reduced by about 90%. I haven't been disappointed yet with any recipes I have attempted. God
nudged us to this. What will it mean to eat healthy? How many normally occurring probiotics perform you
consume? She's perfected her family members tested recipes through the years and provides shared them
with us. Where possess I been all the year's Donna Schwenk offers been culturing her very own meals and
reaping the advantages of naturally occurring probiotic enzymes? Probiotic enzymes that maintain our gut
flora in proper balance, naturally.. A waste of time. Good recipes. Who understood? I thank God, and am
thankful to Donna for sharing with us. Now we can all reap the benefits of these old ways. Probiotics from
your own kitchen an not an expensive bottle of products? And that means you make your fermented food
by yourself then go to this book to make something else with them. Jump in, it's pretty basic stuff. Easy

reading and important implementing Packed with good info and guidance for novice! Life saver! I'm a huge
enthusiast of Donna! I bought kefir grains and a kombucha package from her. Right now I do. I was
unwell with one cold after the next, and my family easily approved germs around.. We've been the healthiest
versions of ourselves ever! My child experienced seizures from a gluten sensitivity years back. He
accidentally got glutened several days ago (mistook a flour tortilla for corn). Instead of a seizure, migraine,
or the usually uncontrollable sense and irritability - he was fine. For those concerned with "buying starters"
etc. He was on many antibiotics. He had gotten pneumonia, attacks, c diff, and even MRSA. I understood his
immune system needed help, but I didn't understand how. I started to force him to beverage kefir the
moment he was able to eat. Wouldn't you know it.. Until we started drinking kefir, that is.he started
turning the corner.Since acquiring Donna and cultured foods, I have become healthier. It has been an
important part of my life, and I tell everyone about donna and her books! Life changing results for me.
Great Item! Many thanks! I have had to endure IBS for pretty much a year, and going back 6 months
have had crippling belly pains twice a day for a couple of hours at the same time. This book switches into a
more details on what cultured foods benefit your body and has more recipes to try. Essential for proper
digestion and absorption of nutrition from our food.... a week ago I started making Kefir at home, as per
Donna's a breeze guidelines, and my symptoms possess totally stopped 100%.. I just want to drink it. and I
haven't even started on the cultured vegetables yet!I owe everything to Donna and her lifestyle changing
reserve..PS. My father have been sick in the hospital for a few months when I heard of kefir and Donna.
Great way to get started with kefir and krauts Great ramp up program. I'm presently in New Zealand and
have found everything I want just by looking around and asking locals. This is a very informative book. I am
making . I actually hated it. I won't need to make something else with it. Five Stars Wonderful information
on cultured foods. I am making Kefir and Kombucha of and on for some time, but didn't really know about
all the benefits of using it. My family has been using her tips and foods to get healthy. The instructions are
very clear. Plenty of recipes also. A book that combines technology and creativity That is a book that
combines science and creativity: you are first introduced to lots of education on human microbes, scientific
support on what fermented foods support health, and the significance of both probiotics and prebiotics;

then, there is a myriad of dishes it is possible to follow from fundamentals to more creative ones. The
reserve is filled up with valuable details that opens my eye to opportunities that fermented foods may bring
me to boost the my health insurance and the health of my family. What I really like is that this book
includes a nice mix of science, anecdotal stories from Donna's readers, and her personal and family members



tales. From both scientific and experiential perspectives, they provide me a more holistic view on the
recovery power behind fermented foods at different angles. I also just like the tone of the book, which
makes me believe that I was hearing Donna speaking with myself as I was reading the publication.Overall,
it's a sensible investment for your health!Disappointed. I highly recommend this book! Cultured Food for
Wellness is full of information on how to heal your gut and how to begin making your personal fermented
foods. Donna generously shares her understanding and passion for fermenting foods and tells the tale of
her own journey to find healing through these foods. I am now fermenting my own foods and feeling the
best I've felt in a long time! This is a very informative book. Great ideas! Just get online, do a bit of
searching and you'll find a lot of local locations to get hold of it. With modern inventions, we've been killing
these natural occurring enzymes with high heat. Loving the lemon kraut. Thanks Donna!. A waste materials
of time I actually hated it .People for years and years have already been preserving their foods in this
manner before refrigeration. Five Stars Great recipes and easy instructions Excellent I’ve learned thus
much from this book. Five Stars good book really am enjoying this. I’ve recommended it to family and
friends.. Fast shipping! Great Item! Fast delivery!
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